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Disclaimer 

THIS PRESENTATION IS MADE AVAILABLE ON THIS WEBSITE BY PURCARI WINERIES PUBLIC COMPANY LIMITED (the Company) AND IS FOR INFORMATION PURPOSES ONLY. 

This presentation and its contents do not, and are not intended to, constitute or form part of, and should not be construed as, constituting or forming part of, any actual offer or invitation to sell or issue, or any 

solicitation of any offer to purchase or subscribe for, any shares issued by the Company and its subsidiary undertakings (the Group) in any jurisdiction, or any inducement to enter into any investment activity 

whatsoever; nor shall this document or any part of it, or the fact of it being made available, form the basis of an offer to purchase or subscribe for shares issued by the Company, or be relied on in any way 

whatsoever.

No part of this presentation, nor the fact of its distribution, shall form part of or be relied on in connection with any contract for acquisition of or investment in any member of the Group, nor does it constitute a 

recommendation regarding the securities issued by the Company, nor does it purport to give legal, tax or financial advice. The recipient must make its own independent assessment and such investigations as it 

deems necessary. 

The information herein, which does not purport to be comprehensive, has not been independently verified by or on behalf of the Group, nor does the Company or its directors, officers, employees, affiliates, advisers 

or agents accepts any responsibility or liability whatsoever for / or make any representation or warranty, either express or implied, in relation to the accuracy, completeness or reliability of such information, which is 

not intended to be a complete statement or summary of the business operations, financial standing, markets or developments referred to in this presentation. No reliance may be placed for any purpose whatsoever 

on the information contained in this presentation. Where this presentation quotes any information or statistics from any external source, it should not be interpreted that the Company has adopted or endorsed such 

information or statistics as being accurate. Neither the Company, nor its directors, officers, employees or agents accepts any liability for any loss or damage arising out of the use of any part of this material. 

This presentation may contain statements that are not historical facts and are “forward-looking statements”, which include, without limitation, any statements preceded by, followed by or that include the words 

"may", "will", "would", "should", "expect", "intend", "estimate", "forecast", "anticipate", "project", "believe", "seek", "plan", "predict", "continue", "commit", "undertake" and, in each case, similar expressions or their 

negatives. These forward-looking statements include all matters that are not historical facts. Such forward-looking statements involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and other important factors beyond the 

Company's control, and relate to events and depend on circumstances that may or may not occur in the future, which could cause the Company's actual results, performance or achievements to be materially 

different from future results, performance or achievements expressed or implied by such forward-looking statements. The forward-looking statements included herein are based on numerous assumptions and are 

intended only to illustrate hypothetical results under those assumptions. As a result of these risks, uncertainties and assumptions, you should in particular not place reliance on these forward-looking statements as 

a prediction of actual results, or a promise or representation as to the past or future, nor as an indication, assurance or guarantee that the assumptions on which such future projections, expectations, estimates or 

prospects have been prepared or the information or statements herein are accurate or complete. Past performance of the Group cannot be relied on as a guide to future performance. No statement in this 

presentation is intended to be a profit forecast. This presentation does not purport to contain all information that may be necessary in respect of the Company or its Group and in any event each person receiving 

this presentation needs to make an independent assessment. 

This presentation contains references to certain non-IFRS financial measures and operating measures. These supplemental measures should not be viewed in isolation or as alternatives to measures of the 

Company’s financial condition, results of operations or cash flows as presented in accordance with IFRS in its consolidated f inancial statements. The non-IFRS financial and operating measures used by the 

Company may differ from, and not be comparable to, similarly titled measures used by other companies.

The information presented herein is as of this date and the Company undertakes no obligation to update or revise it to reflect events or circumstances that arise after the date made or to reflect the occurrence of 

unanticipated events.

The distribution of this presentation in certain jurisdictions may be restricted by law and persons who come into possession of it are required to inform themselves about and to observe such restrictions and 

limitations. Neither the Company, nor its directors, officers, employees, affiliates, advisers or agents accepts any liability to any person in relation to the distribution or possession of the presentation in or from any 

jurisdiction.

Investments in the Company’s shares are subject to certain risks. Any person considering an investment in the Company’s shares should consult its own legal, accounting and tax advisors in order to make an 

independent determination of the suitability and consequences of such an investment   
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TODAY’S PRESENTERS

 Founded the Group 

in 2002

 Over 35 years of 

experience in wine 

industry

 Built and exited one 

of the largest wine 

companies in RU

 Technical University, 

oenology

 Speaks FR, RO, RU

Victor Bostan
CEO, Founder

Victor Arapan
CFO

 20 years of experience 

in banking, audit, 

corporate finance

 10+ years experience 

in wine-making 

companies

 Ex-PWC, Acorex

Wineries

 International 

Management Institute, 

finance

 Speaks EN, RO, RU

Vasile Tofan
Chairman

 Over 10 years 

experience in FMCG

 Partner at Horizon 

Capital, $750m+ AUM

 Ex- Monitor Group, 

Philips

 MBA Harvard 

Business School

 Speaks EN, RO, RU, 

FR, NL

John Maxemchuk
COO

 20 years of 

management 

experience, including 

over 10 years in 

Moldova

 Ex-MetroMedia, 

Sun/Orange, AT&T

 Wharton, MBA Harvard 

Business School

 Speaks EN, RO

Diana Durnescu
IR Manager

 Over 5 years of 

experience in 

business development 

and FDI attraction

 Ex-Prime Minister's 

office for FDI

 Academy of Economic 

Studies

 Speaks EN, RO, RU
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AGENDA

1 Our Group
Rose de Purcari,

90 points by

Wine Enthusiast,

#1 premium Rosé in 

Romania
2 1H2018 Operational Results

3 Update on 2018 Outlook

4 Q&A
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OUR GROUP: COMPETITIVE ADVANTAGE IN A GREAT MARKET1

Attractive 

market

Competitive 

advantage

#1 premium wine 

brand in 

Romania

#1 most awarded 

CEE winery at 

Decanter, “wine 

Olympics”

#1 fastest growing 

large winery in 

Romania

#2 EBITDA 

margin among 

global publicly 

traded wine peers

#1 on Instagram, 

Vivino engaging 

millennials in 

Romania

Secular shift from 

beer, spirits to 

wine, especially 

in CEE

Plenty to catch up: 

wine consumption 

in Poland = ¼ 

Germany, per cap.

Shrinking vine 

plantations, 

create shortage, 

push prices up

Romania+Moldova 

undisputable #1 

vineyards size in 

CEE, 5x vs #2

Wine growth ’16-

’20F in Romania 

9.0% vs. 1.9% for 

beer
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OUR BUSINESS MODEL: AFFORDABLE LUXURY

Modern,         

cost-competitive 

winemaking

Affordable 

Luxury

Differentiated 

marketing

Purcari is positioned at the 

intersections of three themes: 

 Modern winemaking: the 

company is brand-, as opposed 

to appellation-centric and runs a 

cost-efficient business

 Affordable luxury: as an 

aspirational brand, Purcari 

wines are an example of 

affordable luxury, building on a 

heritage dating back to 1827 

and ranking among most 

awarded wineries in Europe

 Differentiated marketing: the 

company is not afraid to be 

quirky about the way it 

approaches marketing, 

prioritizing digital channels and 

focusing on engaging content as 

opposed to traditional 

advertising

1
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Our mission

Our vision

Our values

To become the undisputable wine 

champion in CEE, acting as a 

consolidator of a fragmented industry

To bring joy in people’s lives, by 

offering them high quality, inspiring, 

ethical wines and excellent value for 

money.

Hungry
We win in the marketplace because we want it more

Ethical
Always do the right thing and the money will follow

Thrifty
The only way we can offer better value for money

Different
We proud ourselves on taking a fresh look on things

Better
We keep improving – both our wines and our people

1 OUR MISSION, VISION AND VALUES
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VISION: BE THE CONSOLIDATOR OF A FRAGEMENTED MARKET

Volume share top-3 players by country, %

As wine market moves from terroir- to brand-centric and leaders build scale / 

sophistication, the market is ripe for consolidation

#1

#2

#3

Source: Euromoniitor 2016, market share for top-3 players in the still wine category; *excludes Murfatlar, in insolvency
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CLEAR #1 IN PREMIUM IN ROMANIA, KEEP GAINING SHARE

Notes: (1) period from Jan 2018 to May 2018 (2) period from Jan 2018 to May 2018

Sources: Nielsen report; Purcari Group = Purcari, Crama Ceptura and Bostavan brands; Lacrima lui Ovidiu brand
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TRACK RECORD OF FAST, PROFITABLE GROWTH

Note: Revenue for Purcari Group as per consolidated financial statements, revenue for other wineries as reported by the Ministry of Finance statutory accounts; The Ministry of Finance data is not on a consolidated 

basis. For Recas, Vincon, Halewood, Tohani, Budureasca only the main company of the group was considered. For Husi and Segarcea Profit margin of 2016 and Revenue CAGR’15-16 were considered as 2017 

have been not published yet

Source: company data, public data

Purcari Group – #1 fastest growing and #1 most profitable among large Romanian wineries
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1
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TOPPING ROMANIAN WINERIES AT ENGAGEMENT, QUALITY

Note: Purcari - #purcari, Cramele Recas - #recas, Jidvei - #jidvei, Cotnari - #cotnari, Budureasca - #budureasca, Samburesti - #samburesti, Segarcea - #segarcea

Sources: Instagram, Vivino as of Aug 8, 2018 

Aspirational brand which consumers like sharing about

Number of #brand uses on Instagram, by key Romanian brands

Highest number of ratings and highest scores on Vivino

X axis – number of Vivino ratings; Y axis – average Vivino score
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EBITDA margin – global peer group

33%
32%

29%

21%

18% 18%

16%

14%
13% 13%

10% 10%

6%

4%

15%

EBITDA margin 2017, %
Median

Source: IFRS Consolidated Financial Statements of the Group, Capital IQ data as of 11 May 2018 ; all figures are based on data in the functional currency of each company

(1) Financial year ends as of 06/30; e.g. for 2016, financial statements as of 06/30/2017 were taken into account

(2) Financial year ends as of 03/31; e.g. for 2016, financial statements as of 03/31/2017 were taken into account

(3) Financial statements as of 12/31/2016 were taken into account, as FY2017 financial statements are not yet available

TOP OF PEER GROUP MARGIN WISE; STILL ROOM TO GROW

(1)
(1)

(1)
(2)

Zhejiang 

Guyuelongshan

Shaoxing Wine 

(3)

1
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AGENDA

1 Our Group

2 1H2018 Operational Results

3 Update on 2018 Outlook

4 Q&A

Crama Ceptura –

Astrum, the latest 

introduction in the 

Ceptura line-up, 

targeting the 15-20 

RON/bottle segment, 

which accounts for 

circa 20% of market 

sales, which the 

Group started 

pursuing only in 

2017
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ROBUST REVENUE GROWTH WITH EXPANDING MARGINS2

16.8

23.1

1H20181H2017

+38%

11.3

16.0

1H2017 1H2018

+41%

Adjusted EBITDA1 Net Income

RON m RON m

Note: 1 – excluding non-recurring, IPO related costs

28.6% 33.1%

Adjusted EBITDA margin

19.3% 22.8%

Net Income margin

58.8

70.0

1H20181H2017

+19%

Revenues

RON m
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2 KEY OPERATIONAL HIGHLIGHTS FOR 1H18

Solid revenue 

growth

Bostavan growth 

laggard, focus on 

rejuvenating brand

Margins improve, 

despite adverse Fx

Quality feedback 

stronger than ever

We up slightly our 

margin outlook for 

2018

• Sales up 19% yoy in 1H, to RON 70m, on high base in comparative period last year

• Romania remains largest growth driver, growth accelerating to +57% yoy in Q2 and +44% in 1H

• Maintained premiumization trend, with Purcari, Bardar, Ceptura growing much faster than Bostavan

• 2017 vintages won huge acclaims, with 50 medals won year to date at top competitions

• Average Vivino score climbed to 4.0 (was 3.9) based on over 18,000 reviews

• Strong summer sales, given over-indexing of Rose, Whites in our portfolio

• We maintain our revenue outlook for 2018 at +24-28% growth yoy, given acceleration expected in 2H

• July actual growth (40%+ yoy) and August orders (25%+ yoy), supporting acceleration trend

• We raise our margins outlook by 1.0pp to 34-37% for EBITDA and 24-27% for Net Income

• Bostavan grew only 3%, pulling down markets heavy on Bostavan in the mix, Poland, Czechia, Slovakia

• Management prioritizing margin vs. volumes, pushing through select price increases

• Brand line-up being reconfigured, with new launches expected in Q4, ahead of 2019 sales plans

• Gross margin virtually flat yoy, despite much stronger MDL, compensated by better mix, pricing

• Good control of SG&A pushed EBITDA margins up 4.5 pp, above what is typical for 1H

• We count on further improvements in 2H from tax reforms announced by MD government
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MARKETS: ROMANIA LARGEST AND HIGHEST GROWTH MARKET2

Market
Share of sales, 

1H18, % Comments

RO

MD

PL

ASI

CZ

SK

UA

RoW

43%

22%

10%

6%

5%

3%

11%

• RO: growth in Q2 accelerated to +57%, Purcari brand up 66%.

Still, long term, we see most upside for the Crama Ceptura

brand, playing in both mainstream and premium segments, up

40% in 1H and 43% in Q2. Overall market share in Romania still

only 9% (up from 3% in 2014), with plenty of room to grow.

• MD: growth slowed down in Q2following very strong shipments

in Q1 (up 48%). Focus on growing the newly entered sparkling

segment, which is as large as the wine segment, but in which we

have a limited presence.

• PL: declining volumes on higher prices, margin focus. Bostavan

brand underperforming. A brand rejuvenation campaign planned

for autumn, including product innovation. Won important Lidl

account. Shipments started in July.

• ASIA: Q2 sales up 44%, following drop in Q1 as result of

delayed shipments in 4Q17, which created an inventory

hangover. Expect continuation of strong growth in Q3.

• CZ, SK: good traction in Czechia offset by financially stretched

distributor in Slovakia. Finalized switch to new distributor (top 3

in SK). Expect reversal to normal growth. As in Poland, focus on

rejuvenating Bostavan brand.

• UA: ongoing strong secondary sales, especially for Purcari

(primary sales to distributor expected to catch up, on lower

inventory)

Growth,

1H18 yoy, %

+44%

+20%

-6%

-10%

-4%

-11%

+15%
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Brand

CONTINUING SHIFT TO PREMIUM, FOCUSING ON PURCARI GROWTH2

Share of sales, 

1H18, % Comments

40%

30%

18%

12%

• PURCARI: strong growth across the board – especially

Romania, Moldova, Poland in Q2. Brand reached 26%

market share in premium segment in Romania, but still

largely driven by Bucharest. See plenty of room to

continue growth.

• BOSTAVAN: underwhelming performance, due to both

structural reasons (brand ready for a makeover) and

temporary setbacks (SK distributor). Management

confident of ability to turn things around.

• CRAMA CEPTURA: Astrum line, our key growth driver

and product with biggest upside, up more than 2x.

Crama Ceptura aims to be a national brand in Romania,

but still only at 4.3% market share (vs. 15% for market

leader Cotnari) – a lot of room to grow.

• BARDAR: growth slowed down in Q2, mainly on

reduced bulk shipments to Belarus. We continue

focusing on moving bulk to bottled sales.

Growth,

1H18 yoy, %

+24%

+3%

+40%

+28%
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ROMANIA STILL OFFERS PLENTY OF HEADROOM FOR GROWTH2

Note 1 – Source: Bank of Georgia, 9M 2017 Report; Note 2 – Source: Statista, Market share of domestic wine producers in the United States in 2015; Note 3 – Concha y Toro annual 

report 2016 for sales in Chile and market size figures from Wine of Chile.

S-WestBucharest

6%

WestCentral

7%

12%

4%

N-East

3%

Focus on growth beyond Bucharest

Purcari Group market share by region

Big headroom for increasing distribution

Crama Ceptura brand – weighted distribution vs. peers

Vincon

100%

Cotnari Crama 

Ceptura

100%

72%

Crama 

Ceptura

Cotnari Vincon

94%

84%

39%

Global peer group 

Market share, %

21% MS in US2

35% MS in Georgia1

18% MS in Chile3

Supermarkets Traditional retail
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MARGINS: SOLID DESPITE ADVERSE FX EFFECTS2

Comments

• Gross margin down slightly on ongoing adverse effects of an ever 

strengthening MDL, trend continuing in Q2. Still, improved mix 

and select price increases have offset the negative Fx impact.

• SG&A remained under control, again, despite the adverse effect 

of a stronger MDL on salaries (see details on the next page) as 

well as team expansion related to being a public company 

(compliance, legal, IR etc)

• Marketing and selling growing ahead of sales, on new retail 

listings, which represent an upfront cost for getting new products 

on the shelf or expand shelf space

• Adj. EBITDA margin up 4.5pp to 33%, within guidance range and 

expected to strengthen in 2H given larger seasonal sales

Note: (1) Adj. EBITDA is gross of non-recurrent, one-off IPO related expenses accrued in 2018

RON m 1H17 1H18
∆ 

’18/’17

Revenue 58.8 70.0 +19%

Cost of Sales (28.3) (33.9) +20%

Gross Profit 30.5 36.0 +18%

Gross Profit margin 52% 51% -

SG&A (16.6) (17.4) +5%

Marketing and selling (4.1) (5.5) +34%

General and Administrative (12.4) (12.4) -1%

Other income/(expense) (0.1) 0.4 n.a.

EBITDA 16.8 22.2 +32%

Adj. EBITDA1 16.8 23.1 +38%

Adj. EBITDA margin 29% 33% -

Net Profit 11.3 16.0 +41%

Net Profit Margin 19% 23% -

Net profit after minorities 10.0 14.4 +45%

Net profit margin, after min 17% 21%
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DISCIPLINED APPROACH TO G&A EXPENSES 2

RON m 1H17 1H18
∆ 

’18/’17

% of 

sales ’17

% of 

sales ‘18

Employee costs (1) 5.60 6.69 +19% 9.5% 9.6%

Depreciation (2) 0.47 0.86 +83% 0.8% 1.2%

Amortization 0.07 0.08 +19% 0.1% 0.1%

Professional fees (3) 0.40 1.98 +400% 0.7% 2.8%

Taxes 0.48 0.56 +17% 0.8% 0.8%

Travel 0.22 0.24 +9% 0.4% 0.4%

Rent 0.23 0.19 -16% 0.4% 0.3%

Bank charges 0.04 0.05 +22% 0.1% 0.1%

Repairs 0.13 0.14 +10% 0.2% 0.2%

Other (4) 4.80 1.56 -67% 8.2% 2.2%

Total 12.43 12.35 -1% 21.1% 17.7%

Comments

• G&A costs stable, most articles continue 

declining in their share of revenue

• (1) Employee costs increased slightly on 

ongoing MDL appreciation (+8.5% vs. RON 

YoY in 2Q 2018) 

• (2) Slight increase in G&A depreciation due 

to equipment and vehicle investments

• (3) Circa RON 0.92m IPO costs, increased 

compliance costs, expected to remain 

stable going forward

• (4) Significant effect of change in 

provisions, one-off item
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MDL APPRECIATED STRONGLY, ADVERSELY IMPACTING MARGINS

15.0000

16.0000

17.0000

18.0000

19.0000

20.0000

21.0000

 2016  2017  2018

MDL vs USD: 2016 – 2018 FX evolutionMDL vs EUR: 2016 – 2018 FX evolutionMDL vs RON: 2016 – 2018 FX evolution

17.0000

18.0000

19.0000

20.0000

21.0000

22.0000

23.0000

24.0000

 2016  2017  2018

4.0

4.2

4.4

4.6

4.8

5.0

5.2

 2016  2017  2018

Sources: National Bank of Moldova as of July 1st, 2018 

16.2% 12.8% 18.0%

8.5% 6.0% 7.8%

MDL appreciation vs. 2Q16

MDL appreciation vs. 2Q17

2
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WE REMAIN THE MOST AWARDED WINERY IN CEE, KEEP IMPROVING

Leading medal-winning winery in CEE at Decanter, 

the Wine ”Olympics”

# of Decanter medals in 2015 - 18(1)

43

36

33 32
32

30

21

16

16 15
15 14

12
7

6

#1

2013 20152014 20182016 2017

IWSC

Challenge International du Vin Bordeaux

Concours Mondial de Bruxelles

Decanter

7

14
15

23
26

50

 Unlike beer or spirits, wine production is more prone to

quality fluctuations. The Group has demonstrated the

ability to keep raising the bar quality wise, as illustrated by

the mounting number of medals won at top global

competitions

 Most awarded winery to the east of Rhine, ahead of reputable

(and much pricier!) German, Hungarian or Austrian wineries

Increasing number of medals won from year to year

# of medals

2

https://www.google.at/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiTqo_k46fNAhWJvBoKHaFBDZwQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Georgia_(country)&psig=AFQjCNHgcZ2goaqFSmotgQX7q1SHsI9qlw&ust=1466002667080592
https://www.google.at/url?sa=i&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=images&cd=&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwiTqo_k46fNAhWJvBoKHaFBDZwQjRwIBw&url=https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Flag_of_Georgia_(country)&psig=AFQjCNHgcZ2goaqFSmotgQX7q1SHsI9qlw&ust=1466002667080592
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EXCELLENT FEEDBACK FROM DIGITAL NATIVES2

2 in top-5 and 6 in top-25 wines in Romania; we 

beat many pricier ones1

4 in top-25 wines in Ukraine; 

undisputable #1 on this metric2

1 – in the RON 30-60 segment, as per Vivino breakdowns as of August 10, 2018; 2 – in the UAH 150-300 segment, as per Vivino breakdowns as of August 10, 2018

#1 #1
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AGENDA

1 Our Group

2 1H2018 Operational Results

3 Update on 2018 Outlook

4 Q&A

Negru de Purcari 

2013, 4.4 score on 

Vivino, top 1% wine 

globally
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• Net Income margin typically higher in quarters 

with larger sales (disproportionate Net Income is 

made in Q3-Q4)

• Positive impact on reversal of AR impairments, 

balance-sheet Fx gains

Target

WE MAINTAIN REVENUE AND SLIGHTLY UP PROFIT GUIDANCE3

Previous 

guidance 1H18 fact Status Comments

Organic 

revenue growth

EBITDA 

margin1

Net Income 

margin

+24-28% 24-28%

33-36% 34-37%

23-26% 24-27%

• July actual sales 40%+, August orders 25%+ 

yoy, with growth accelerating in 2H

• Historically, 55-62% of annual sales made in 

2H, given seasonality, compelling us to maintain 

existing guidance despite slower growth in 1H

• EBITDA margin higher in quarters with larger 

sales (disproportionate EBITDA earned in Q3-Q4)

• Expect windfall from new tax reform in Moldova, 

with introduction of flat PIT at 12% and lowering 

of employer contribution by 5pp.

Note: 1 – excluding non-recurring, IPO related costs

New 

guidance

19%

33%

23%

=
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AGENDA

1 Our Group

2 1H2018 Operational Results

3 Update on 2018 outlook

4 Q&A

Cuvée de Purcari, 

the extension to 

sparkling 

launched in 2017. 

Made according to 

the traditional, 

Champenoise

method, with in-

bottle fermentation
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FINANCIAL CALENDAR 2018

September 6-7 Romania Investor Days in Bucharest

September 13 Romania Investor Day in Warsaw

September 20 Romania Investor Day in Zagreb

October 9                                     CEE Investor Day by Erste in Stegersbach

October 17-18                              Romania Investor Day in Tallinn & Stockholm

November 15 3Q earnings release

November 16 3Q earnings conference call

Contact

Diana Durnescu

Investor Relations Manager

investor.relations@purcari.wine

mailto:Investor.relations@Purcari.wine
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Thank 

you.


